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Gold Sponsor GameSoundCon goes
virtual, teaming up to donate profits to
ETM-LA. Learn more while we catch up
with Booker, Brian, and Austin.

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT:

JASON GRAVES
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©SONY COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT

COMPOSER &
PERCUSSIONIST &
GAME MUSIC ICON
JOHNSON:
Jason, you’re an industry veteran and highly regarded
throughout the industry. For those members of the
Game Audio Network Guild who have joined recently, are
interested in working on games, or who are unfamiliar
with your work, walk us through your journey to
composing for games.
GRAVES:
You are too kind, thank you! I’ve been writing music for
games since 2000 - wow, has it been twenty years? I started
in film and TV music when I was in Los Angeles in 1996, plus
commercials and movie trailers. I fell into games on a bit of
a lark - knowing someone who knew someone that needed
music for a CD-ROM game.
After a few years of smaller local games, I landed my first
console game, which was based on the King Arthur film. Four
or so years after that I scored the first Dead Space, which
most folks seem to know me for. I think it’s the last name
association of GRAVES and horror music!
The last decade has been a wonderful mashup of genres from
more serious titles like Far Cry: Primal and Tomb Raider to
sci-fi/fantasy VR games such as Farlands, Lone Echo and
Moss. I have to say, variety is truly the musical spice of life for
me and I feel privileged enough to have scored 100+ games
in all kinds of different styles, from indie to AAA.
All my game work has been done in my studio in North
Carolina, even though everyone seems to assume I live in
LA. One of the many great things about working in games is
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you can really live anywhere since so many employees work
remotely.
JOHNSON:
You’re quite active in the community – everyone seems to
know you or know of you! You’ve been on many different
panels, talks, etc. - can you explain why you value giving
back to the community?
GRAVES:
I love learning new things and trying to be a better composer,
performer, recording engineer, mixer...we have to wear a lot
of hats! And I only assume I’m not alone. I think everyone
should have the opportunity to learn about music. They
shouldn’t have to be in LA, assisting a composer or need to
“know someone” in the industry. There is more work out
there now than ever before and I think everyone has a fair
shot, especially with the current technology at our fingertips. I
was actually a Music Education major in college before finally
switching to Composition and Percussion Performance. I
loved the idea of teaching music, but it turned out I loved
the idea of composing it even more! As a result, I enjoy doing
anything I can to help other composers, even if it’s only
illustrating the perils and pitfalls I’ve navigated through the
years.
I host a YouTube channel - Jason Graves Music - with plenty of
tutorials and music examples from my game scores. I started
it mostly out of the desire to share the answers to the same
questions I get emailed on a regular basis. I only wish I had
more time to upload videos on a more regular basis!
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JOHNSON:
From your Game Audio Network Guild Award winning
pastoral soundscapes of MOSS to aleatoric horror, you’ve
covered a wide creative range. What have been some of
your favorite and most creatively liberating projects?
GRAVES:
Thank you for not asking me to pick just one! Moss is
definitely a favorite. It’s just such a beautiful world to be a
part of. I got to play a whole bunch of tiny instruments, from
ukulele and Celtic harp to hammered dulcimer and a surfeit of
percussion instruments.

Farlands is another one that comes to mind, though more
obscure than most since it shipped with the Oculus Rift.
But I did a lot of experimental recording on that title, using
anything from a set of metal mixing bowls to steel drums anything to get an “otherworldly” vibe for the score. I played
live guitars and bass plus drum set on a few tracks. I even got
to compose something in a major key!
The Order: 1886 would have to be on the shortlist as well.
We did close to a full week at Abbey Road with low woodwind
choir of 12 players, 24 low male singers and a string section
consisting of 8 basses, 12 cellos and 24 violas. Not a violin in
sight! Obviously I was trying to capture a heavy, low sound.
Mission accomplished!
JOHNSON:
How do you manage juggling a variety of projects within
a broad stylistic, emotional, and creative range? What are
some of your techniques, tips, and tricks you can share
that help find balance and staying on schedule when
you’re carefully juggling multiple projects?
GRAVES:
I’ve found that I work best if I can focus on a single project
each day. I’m very “9-5” when it comes to my studio schedule
and have found over time that I am a lot more productive if
I have nights and weekends off to recharge. I know that may
sound like a bit of a luxury to many composers! But it really
comes down to productivity for me. Quite literally, I can finish
more music with a Monday-Friday, 9-5 schedule than if I
pulled a few all nighters that week and worked through the
weekend. Quality over quantity!
JOHNSON:
You’ve been posting your journey into scoring a project
without only analog gear - no software sweetening “hardware only” OST! What informed your decision to do
this; a personal challenge or a creative direction?
GRAVES:
A little bit of both, actually. The hardware synths and
instruments I have definitely lend themselves to the sound of
the score the game needs, but the limitations I’m imposing

on myself are really more
for personal growth and
challenge. I know that I
compose differently when
I’m interacting with actual
hardware (keyboards or
otherwise) than simply
staring at a computer screen
and clicking my mouse.
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JOHNSON:
With your diverse skill
set, there always seems
to be something new and
exciting cooking up. Can
you share anything that is
on the horizon for Maestro
Graves?

Graves’ score to MOSS won Best
Music for an Indie Game at the
17th Annual Game Audio Network
Guild Awards and was nominated
for Best Instrumental, Best
Original Song, and the coveted
award for Music of the Year.

GRAVES:
Haha, again, thank you for the kind words! We all know how
secretive this industry is, so of course there are projects I’m
currently working on that I can’t talk about yet. But I can say
that I recently wrapped the score for Little Hope, the next
installment in The Dark Pictures Anthology. I was able to try
some fun things for the first time and even talked my teenage
daughter into singing on it!
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